Istituto Marangoni
Istituto Marangoni was founded in 1935 in Milano as 'Istituto Artistico dell'Abbigliamento Marangoni' and in 2015 it reaches a special milestone, 80 years of history and success in training the top professionals of Fashion and Design. Istituto Marangoni can pray for itself and for more than 45,000 professionals in these fields, such as Domenico Dolce, Franco Moschino, Alessandro Sartori, Maurizio Pecoraro, Paula Cademartori, Andrea Pompilio and Lucio Vanotti .. It currently educates more than 4,000 students per year from 107 countries at its schools, located in Milano, Firenze, Paris, London, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Mumbai and Miami. The international capitals of fashion, design and luxury. Visit istitutomarangoni.com.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
Fashion Design
Fashion Styling & Creative Direction
Fashion Business
Luxury Brand Management

◆ STRENGTHS
- range of complete and detailed programs, in constant change to respond to the demand of the industry and match its evolution
- a balance between academic activities and hands-on experience delivered by tutors who are also professionals
- network of famous alumni
- Located in the Fashion District of the World Fashion Capitals
- strong link with the industry and academic projects in collaboration with the most important companies operating in the fashion industry
- maximum 20 students per classroom
- validated degrees (by Manchester University Metropolitan) and RNCP level II validation
- internship at both UG and PG level

◆ LOCATION
Paris, France